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Presentation Notes
I call this presentation “Life on the edge of literary warrant” because many of the most problematic pieces to catalog are the ones that are essentially sui generis—something that in some fashion hasn’t been done before and, frankly, the odds of anyone else doing it again are fairly slim.  But of course a piece of music doesn’t have to be that extreme to stymie catalogers left scratching their heads over how to provide subject access.In 30 minutes I cannot hope to identify, much less solve, all of the problems with subject headings in music, even just “new” or “experimental” music, and I dare say there are quite I a few I haven’t even thought of. Rather the goal is to illustrate some of the problems and examine ways to identify potential trouble spots needing improvement as the situation with music and Library of Congress Subject Headings evolves.  And it will evolve….




The Future of Music in LCSH
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…because in the relatively near future how we use LCSH with music is going to change.  One of the long-term problems with cataloging music has been that we are using topical headings[click]—that is, headings intended to describe “aboutness”—to indicate what things are (genre) and how you enact them (medium of performance).  Eventually that will change: those genre and medium headings will be migrating out of LCSH and into, respectively, the Library of Congress Genre/Form Terms [click] and the Library of Congress Medium of Performance Terms [click].  In fact that’s already started happening—Medium of Performance Terms are live and being used (for the time being) alongside LCSH, so we’re mostly waiting on the genre terms for music to be completed.  However!  If you look at, say, the list of electronic instruments in LCSH and the list in LCMPT you’ll notice substantial similarities.  Although LCMPT contains over 800 instruments, there are some cans of worms that were left unopened in favor of actually getting it out the door—and its probably safe to assume there will be similar prioritization in the music terms for LCGFT.  So many of the things I’m going to say about LCSH will likely continue to apply, and of course LCSH headings will continue to be used for works *about* music.





I got 99 problems
and many of them have to do with heading scope

?
Mouseketier music – Here are entered compositions … for solo mouseketier, etc.
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A lot of the difficulty in providing subject access to unconventional music lies in trying to find a heading of appropriate scope.  Headings that are too broad are common, but so are those too narrow, as one encounters very specific headings designed to address very specific needs.Such as mouseketier music. [click] [slight pause] [click]This is a mouseketier.  It is the portable version of a sound sculpture called the Mousetrap, and as near as I can tell there is only one of it, and Mark Appelbaum (pictured) is the only person who has ever written music for it.  So on the bright side at least we know the literary warrant barrier for new music is sometimes rather low.





I got 99 problems
and many of them have to do with heading scope

“Acousmatic music is intended for loudspeaker listening and 
exists only in recorded form (tape, compact disc, computer storage).”

“In live electronic music the technology is used to generate, transform 
or trigger sounds (or a combination of these) in the act of performance; 
this may include generating sound with voices and traditional 
instruments, electro-acoustic instruments, or other devices and controls 
linked to computer-based systems.

Simon Emmerson and Dennis Smalley, “Electro-acoustic music,” 
New Grove Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford University Press.
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On the other hand the scope might be too broad.  A good example (that’s not an infinite rabbit hole) is “Computer Music” [click].  Here are entered musical works not in a specific form or of a specific type in which the sounds are generated or altered using digital technology.  Use for electroacoustic music.If we look at the Grove article on electroacoustic music we find a distinction drawn between two strains which can have radically different implications for performance and presentation: [click] on one hand acousmatic music, which exists only in recorded form and is not “performed” at all in any traditional sense, and live electronic music, where a performer generates or manipulates sounds electronically during performance.  Of course, both can also coexist in the same piece, and neither concept is accessible through LCSH.  This an other articles on acousmatic music draw the obvious line between modern acousmatic music and the musique concrete of Varese and his generation.  But musique concrete is not a narrower term of computer music, [click] but rather of electronic music aaaaaaaaand there’s the rabbit hole.Because my time in the presentation (and our time on earth) is finite, I’m not going to try to unpack all the potential issues with the heading “Electronic music.”  But I would like to point out that many of the same problems we see in cataloging new and experimental art music carry over into popular music as well.  In order to distinguish the two, LCSH uses the heading “Electronica” to refer to popular electronic music.
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This [click] is the Allmusic list of electronic subgenres and styles.  If you do a little digging you might quickly come to think this listing is actually rather restrained even if you mentally strip out all the microgenres that are basically two other names jammed together like “ambient techno” and “electro-jazz.”  These [click] are all the terms on this list that are currently represented in LCSH.  It’s an interesting mix of very broad and rather specific terms.  A few things to point out: Electronica is here listed as a subgenre of a broader “electronica” umbrella, glitch is actually treated as a narrower term under “Computer music,” and the heading for “Trance” has the parenthetical clarification “Underground dance music.”These [click] are the terms that are represented as variant under other headings.  Electro-acoustic we have seen; IDM is under the spelled-out form Intelligent Dance Music, Microsound is treated as a variant term for Glitch—according to Allmusic the main distinction is that “microsound” is more often used for music by university-affiliated composers—and Goa Trance is treated as synonymous with Trance (Underground dance music).EDM [click] does not appear anywhere in LCSH, but the spelled out form “Electronic dance music” is a variant term for Underground dance music—which is not the same as Trance (Underground dance music).[click] Garage ROCK music is in LCSH, but that is another animal entirely.




Genres and forms make very convenient headings
What do we do with music where the process of 

creating or performing it has the limelight?
 Pauline Oliveros, The Witness
 Stephen Montague, Chew Chow Chatterbox
 John Cage, 4’33”
 Györgi Ligeti, Poème symphonique

 “Aleatory music”

Tönend bewegte Formen?
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So why do new and experimental styles of music present so many challenges?  In part I would argue it’s because so much of it runs counter to the ways we are accustomed to thinking about and classifying music even outside the context of cataloging.You may recognize the quote on the screen from 19th-century German critic Eduard Hanslick’s On the Beautiful in Music, which might be translated as something like “tonally animated forms”—in other words, form given life in sound.  We’ve been thinking about music in more or less those terms for centuries, so naturally [click] Genres and forms make really convenient headings.  And then we get stuff that doesn’t have a form—or at least not a conventional musical form—or a clearly defined genre.So what do we do when the process of creating music is the defining feature? [click]  Or if form and genre are not even identifiable?  At some point you’ve probably had a music history teacher or textbook dutifully recite something along the lines of “Fugue is a process, not a form.”  Well, in LCSH terms—and likely one day in LCGFT terms--it totally is one, presumably because the process of fugue produces things we can listen to and say “Yes, that is a canon, fugue, or et cetera.”  But what about pieces like… [click]The Witness: For soloist and an imaginary partner or ensemble of up to 100.  “May be performed either as music, movement, or drama, or in any combination,” the score helpfully informs us.Subtitled four percussionists at dinner, “unleashes and exploits the unnoticed musical elements and gestures latent in dinner parties where musicians gather,” in 18 choreographed sections progressing in fits and starts through a dinner party scenario at 160 BPM.I trust I don’t have to describe this one.For 100 metronomes, which are wound to the maximum, set to different speeds, and allowed to run simultaneously until they stop.  Apparently intended as an ironic commentary on practically everything.What do we do with these pieces and pieces like them?  Well more often than not [click] they go in “aleatory music,” another very broad heading, even though the degree, origin, and nature of the indeterminacy in all four of these pieces are very different.  Another problem common to new music raised by the Ligeti piece is that of [click]…





Nontraditional means of sound 
production?

See bibliography for video link
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Nontraditional means of sound production.  We expect metronomes to make noise.  We don’t generally expect them to be part of the instrumentation.  [click] There is a heading “sound effects music” that seems like it should cover this situation—”various objects or devices not normally regarded as musical instruments”—but then the scope notes go on to clarify that works for a specific medium of performance should be entered under Balloon music, computer printer music, etc.  Which raises the question: when *can* you use this heading?  How vague does the score need to be?Some notion of the extent of the possibilities excluded by a strict reading of this heading can be gleaned in an afternoon on Youtube, which collectively must have spent a lot of time asking itself “What else can I hook up to a MIDI controller?”  Quite a lot, apparently; for example, the humble floppy drive: [click][NB: This presentation originally included embedded video. The link to the full version of the video that was originally in this slide is listed in the bibliography at the end of this presentation.]Or in this case eight of them, chained through an Arduino board and playing an excerpt from Daft Punk’s Aerodynamic.  Which raises an interesting philosophical question: the heading “computer music” requires sounds generated or altered through digital technology.  Straw poll, gut reaction, is this computer music: who says yes?  No?  On the fence?





Nontraditional means of sound 
production?

See bibliography for video link
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Or perhaps you’d prefer an instrument that requires safety protocols lest it kill or maim you.[NB: This presentation originally included embedded video. The link to the full version of the video that was originally in this slide is listed in the bibliography at the end of this presentation.]That’s a pair of Tesla coils hooked up to a keyboard interface.




Keep proposing subject headings as we need them?
 Requires research to establish literary warrant
 Need to be a SACO institution or go through a funnel
 Doesn’t address issues with existing headings needing 

to be disentangled or reworked first
 Scattershot approach is probably a contributing factor 

to current state of things

So what do we do?
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I could go on, but I’ll stop there to ask: what can we do to improve subject/genre/medium of performance access to new or experimental music?  One option, of course [click] is to keep proposing subject headings as we need them.  The downsides of that are fairly clear.[click through]Where might we start looking systematically to see where headings might be failing our collections and our users or creating a mismatch between our controlled vocabularies and current usage?  I’m going to suggest tagging.  Which leads me to…




 Gerolimos, Michalis. “Tagging for Libraries: A Review of 

the Effectiveness of Tagging Systems for Library 
Catalogs.” Journal of Library Metadata 13, no. 1 (2013): 36–
58.

 University of Pennsylvania (PennTags)
 Few music tags
 Existing tags very broad
 Mostly used only a few times

 University of Michigan (MTagger)
 Retired in 2012 due to lack of use in favor of a “favorites” 

system

A thorough and extremely 
scientific examination of tags
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Most of those words are lies.As you probably recall, sometime around 2005-2006 the library world went positively giddy over tagging, and subsequently a great deal of research and opinion has been written about the strengths, weaknesses, and uses of folksonomies (as opposed to cataloger-created taxonomies).  That’s not really what I’m concerned with here—the question is can tags help us identify weak points and trouble spots in current subject headings, particularly when it comes to poorly documented styles of music?  Based on some preliminary digging I believe the answer is “Yes, but.”  I’ll start with the buts and we’ll come to the yes a bit later.The first problem is finding a suitable collection of tags to examine, which proved more problematic than I had anticipated.  Our local/consortial catalog doesn’t support tagging in the first place, so I knew from the beginning I’d need to be looking elsewhere.  This [click] is a literature review from last year that gave me some places to start looking.  Included were some case studies of libraries that had implemented tagging systems and the ones that seemed most likely to be helpful were the University of Pennsylvania and their PennTags and the University of Michigan and MTagger.PennTags allows you to see a list of all tags.  The results were unfortunately more or less what I feared: [click through] there weren’t all that many music tags, relatively speaking; often they were extremely broad; and mostly they were used only a few times, with some of the standout exceptions looking a lot like class reserve lists.MTagger was even less helpful because it was discontinued entirely in 2012, as noted in a blog post showing statistics that people favorited items far more often than they tagged them.




WorldCat?
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Then I thought “Hey, doesn’t WorldCat support tags?  I don’t think I’ve ever seen an item *with* a tag but…”Preliminary results were not promising.So why do people seemingly become tag-averse in libraries?




What’s the deal?

1. There are 
no tags.

2. People 
don’t use the
no tags.

3. No one adds 
tags because
they’re useless.
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People don’t use catalogs the same way they use sites where tags have flourished: they come in, they find what they need, they leave.  You also seem to need a critical mass of adopters for any tag system or else you fall into what I think of as the vicious cycle of user buy-in.




To the internet!

John Allison, Scary Go Round 3/30/2006
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Looking at library-centered tag implmentations didn’t seem likely to work out, so then I did what I should have done in the first place: gone to the internet.  Specifically…




 Large user base
Users are explicitly interested in music
 …including more esoteric corners of the discipline

Well-utilized tagging system
 Tagging system is easily accessed and browsed

Last.fm
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I looked at Last.fm as a proof of concept.  I chose that site for several reasons:
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Last.fm tag displayA limited number of related tags is displayed and very broad terms tend to predominate, as here—contemporary, minimalism, modern composition, etc.Can view whole tag cloud for artist pages




 Taken directly from tags
 Acousmatic
 Outsider music
 Sound art
 Xenharmonic

Related concepts
 Flutebox(ing)  Extended techniques

Potentially Useful Tags
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Acousmatic – a term we saw earlier, is not represented at all in LCSH, but here almost 400 people used this tag or a close variant at least onceOutsider music – parallel to outsider art; over 1500 people used “outsider” or “outsider music”Sound art – used by nearly 900 people; LCSH has a heading for sound installations, but that specifically refers to art involving the interaction of sound and a fixed spaceXenharmonic – term promoted by Harry Partch’s contemporary Ivor Darreg to refer to any music using a tuning system other than 12-tone equal temperment; only 27 users, but the term also appears in journal articles and dissertationsLast.fm tag results




Questions?
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